Let R be a finite commutative ring with 1 = 0. In this article, we study the total graph of R, denoted by τ (R), determine some of its basic graph-theoretical properties, determine when it is Eulerian, and find some conditions under which this graph is isomorphic to Cay(R, Z(R)\{0}). We shall also compute the domination number of τ (R).
INTRODUCTION
Let R be a commutative ring with 1 = 0, Z(R) its set of zero-divisors, and R * its set of units. Anderson and Badawi (2008) introduced the total graph of R, which we denote here by τ (R), as a simple graph with all elements of R as vertices and for distinct x, y ∈ R, the vertices x and y are adjacent if and only if x + y ∈ Z(R). They also studied some basic properties of τ (R) such as diameter, girth, connectivity, etc., mostly without the assumption that R is finite. Akbari et al. (2009) have shown that if R is a finite commutative ring and τ (R) is connected, it is also Hamiltonian. Maimani et al. have characterized all finite rings whose total graphs are planar or toroidal and have also shown that for every positive integer g, there are only finitely many finite rings (up to isomorphism) whose total graphs have genus g. Remark 1.1. Anderson and Badawi (2008) use the notation T (Γ(R)) instead of τ (R). We prefer τ (R) because T (Γ(R)) has a different meaning in graph-theoretical context (see, for example, Behzad (1970) ).
The definition of τ (R) may bring to mind the definition of the Cayley graph, Cay(R, Z(R)\{0}), which we denote here by C(R). Hence, hereinafter, C(R) represents the simple graph with vertex set R and for distinct x, y ∈ R, the vertices x and y are adjacent if and only if x − y ∈ Z(R). Cayley graphs are widely studied in algebraic graph theory, and most of their graph-theoretical properties are known. For instance, it is known that C(R) is a (|Z(R)| − 1)−regular graph. For a general reference on algebraic graph theory, see Beineke and Wilson (2004) . Meanwhile, Akhtar et al. (2009) have also studied the unitary Cayley graph of a finite ring R, Cay(R, R * ), which is the complement of C(R).
Besides the resemblance between the definitions of τ (R) and C(R), they may be quite different in some of their graph-theoretical properties. In this article, we answer the naturally arising question: under what conditions on a finite commutative ring R, do we have τ (R) C(R)?
We need some well-known facts about commutative rings: If R is an Artinian ring, then either R is local with its maximal ideal M, or R ∼ = R 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ R k , where k ≥ 2 and each R i is local with maximal ideal M i ; this decomposition is unique up to permutation of factors, see Atiyah and Macdonald (1969) . Moreover, if R is finite, then every element of R is either a unit or a zero-divisor, i.e., |Z(R)| = |R| − |R * |. Furthermore, if R is also a local ring with maximal ideal M, then M = Z(R), and there exists a prime p such that the characteristic of the residue field R/M is p, and |R|, |M|, and |R/M| are all powers of p.
is a unit in R if and only if u i ∈ R * i for each i = 1, . . . , k, and therefore we have
In this article, we denote the residue field R i /M i by F i , the quotient map by π i : R i −→ F i , and |F i | by f i . As mentioned in Akhtar et al. (2009) , after appropriate permutation of factors, we may assume that f 1 ≤ . . . ≤ f k .
For the moment, suppose that R is an infinite commutative ring. Then either R has more than one zero-divisor, which means that it has infinitely many zero-divisors, or R is an integral domain, which means that its total graph is the disjoint union of infinitely many K 1 's or K 2 's. In the former case, the degree of each vertex in τ (R) is infinite, which means that τ (R) is not locally finite and most of graph-theoretical properties such as being Eulerian or the domination number, etc. are meaningless or seem to be hard to determine. Thus, hereinafter, we assume that all rings are finite commutative with 1 = 0. Meanwhile, we use the notations and definitions of graph theory from West (2000) .
BASIC PROPERTIES OF τ (R)
The following two propositions can be easily proved using theorems of Anderson and Badawi (2008, 2.2, 2.6, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.14) : Proposition 2.1. Let R be a finite commutative ring. Then τ (R) is connected if and only if Z(R) is not an ideal of R, if and only if R is not a local ring. Moreover, if R is not a local ring, then diam(τ (R)) = 2, and gr(τ (R)) = 3 except when R ∼ = Z 2 ⊕ Z 2 , where we have gr(R) = 4. Proposition 2.2. Let R be a local ring and β = |R/Z(R)|. Then
is the disjoint union of one copy of K |Z(R)| and Lemma 2.4. Let R be a finite commutative ring and x be a vertex of τ (R).
Proof. For every z ∈ Z(R), there is a unique a = z − x ∈ R such that x + a = z. Then x is adjacent to a unless a = x. If 2x ∈ Z(R), then since x cannot be adjacent to itself, degx = |Z(R)| − 1. If 2x / ∈ Z(R), then for every zero-divisor z we have z − x = x, and hence degx = |Z(R)|. In particular, if 2 ∈ Z(R), then for every x ∈ R, we have degx = |Z(R)| − 1. Therefore,
is not a regular graph.
We also need the following two lemmas whose proofs are simple and are left to the reader.
Lemma 2.5. Let R be a finite commutative ring. Then 2 ∈ Z(R) if and only if 2 |R|. Lemma 2.6. Let R be a finite commutative ring. If |R| is odd, then |R * | is even.
Summing up, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 2.7. Let R be a finite commutative ring. Then
Remark 2.8. Note that 1 and 0 are not adjacent in τ (R). Therefore, τ (R) is never a complete graph. Furthermore, we show that τ (R) is never an odd cycle either. To the contrary, suppose that τ (R) is an odd cycle. Hence deg1=deg0=2=|Z(R)| − 1. Therefore, by Lemma 2.4 we have 2 ∈ Z(R), and hence by Lemma 2.5, we must have 2 |R|, which is a contradiction since |R| is odd.
WHEN IS τ (R) EULERIAN?
A graph is said to be Eulerian if it has a closed trail containing all edges. It is well-known that a graph is Eulerian if and only if it is connected and its vertex degrees are all even, see West (2000) .
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a finite commutative ring. Then the following three conditions are necessary for τ (R) to be an Eulerian graph:
Proof. Condition (a) is necessary since otherwise by Proposition 2.1, τ (R) is not connected and cannot be Eulerian. (b) is also necessary since otherwise deg0 = |Z(R)| − 1 is odd, and thus τ (R) cannot be Eulerian. Condition (c) is also necessary, since otherwise by Lemma 2.4 we have deg1 = |Z(R)| = 1+deg0, and hence τ (R) cannot be an Eulerian graph since it has at least one vertex with an odd degree.
Remark 3.2. The three conditions above are also sufficient because they imply that τ (R) is a connected regular graph of an even degree, i.e., τ (R) is Eulerian. Moreover, while conditions (a) and (b) hold, condition (c) above could be replaced by (c ) 1 + 1 = 0, i.e., the characteristic of R is 2.
Condition (c ) always implies (c). Conversely, assume necessary conditions (a) and (b) hold. By Lemma 2.5, we have 2 ∈ Z(R) implies 2 |R|. Meanwhile, by condition (b), |Z(R)| is odd and thus |R * | is also odd. Therefore, there exists some u ∈ R * such that u = −u. Then uu −1 = −uu −1 which means that 1 = −1. Hence 2 = 0.
Theorem 3.3. Let R be a finite commutative ring. Then the graph τ (R) is Eulerian if and only if R is isomorphic to a direct sum of two or more finite fields of even orders, i.e.,
is Eulerian by Lemma 3.1 and Remark 3.2. To prove the converse, suppose that R is a ring whose total graph is Eulerian. Consequently, by Lemma 3.1, R ∼ = R 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ R k , k ≥ 2. Meanwhile, by Remark 3.2, we must have 1+1 = 0 , which means that 1 R i + 1 R i = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , k. Hence, by Lemma 2.5, it can be inferred that |R i |'s are all even. If |Z(R i )| ≥ 2 for some i = 1, . . . , k, then 2 |Z(R i )|, and hence |R *
k | is also even, i.e., |Z(R)| is even which is a contradiction because τ (R) is an Eulerian graph and by Lemma 3.1 (b), |Z(R)| must be odd. Thus, we must have |Z(R i )| = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , k. Therefore, the R i 's are all finite fields of even orders, i.e.,
are shown in figures 1 and 2, respectively. They are both Eulerian: 
DOMINATION NUMBER
In a graph G, a set S ⊆ V (G) is called a dominating set if every vertex not in S has a neighbor in S. The domination number γ(G) is the minimum size of a dominating set in G.
Theorem 4.1. Let R be a finite commutative ring. We have γ(τ (R)) = f 1 , except when R is an integral domain of an odd order, where γ(τ (R)) =
Proof. Let us treat the local case first. If R is a local ring and |R| is odd, then by Proposition 2.2, τ (R) is a disjoint union of one copy of K |Z(R)| and (f 1 − 1)/2 copies of K |Z(R)|,|Z(R)| . If besides we have |Z(R)| = 1, then every dominating set must contain the vertex 0 and at least one vertex from each copy of K 1,1 , and hence γ(τ (R)) = (f 1 −1) 2 + 1. If |R| is odd and |Z(R)| = 1, then every dominating set of a copy of K |Z(R)|,|Z(R)| must contain at least 2 vertices, one from each partite set. Therefore, we have γ(τ (R)) = f 1 .
If R is a local ring and |R| is even, then τ (R) is a disjoint union of f 1 copies of K |Z(R)| . Hence every dominating set requires at least one vertex from each copy. Thus γ(τ (R)) = f 1 . Now suppose that R is not a local ring. Then R ∼ = R 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ R k ; k ≥ 2. Choose f 1 elements x j = (x 1j , . . . , x kj ) ∈ R, for j = 1, . . . , f 1 , such that π 1 (x 1j ) = π 1 (x 1j ) for j = j . Put S = {x j |j = 1, . . . , f 1 }, and suppose that y = (y 1 , . . . , y k ) is an arbitrary element of R \ S. Then there is an i = 1, ..., f 1 such that π 1 (x 1i ) = π 1 (y 1 ). If f 1 is even, let j = i, else let j be the index of the unique element of S, x j say, such that π 1 (x 1j ) = −π 1 (x 1i ). Thus y 1 + x 1j ∈ Z(R 1 ), and hence y and x j are adjacent in τ (R). Therefore, S is a dominating set and γ(τ (R)) ≤ |S| = f 1 .
It remains to prove that γ(τ (R)) ≥ f 1 . Let A = {a i = (a 1i , . . . , a ki ) ∈ R | i = 1, . . . , t and t < f 1 }. We show that A is not a dominating set, and this completes the proof. For each j = 1, . . . , k, since t < f 1 ≤ f j , there is
∈ Z(R) for each i = 1, . . . , t, which means that b does not have a neighbor in A, and hence A is not a dominating set.
Example 4.2. A dominating set for τ (R) for
R ∼ = Z 2 , Z 4 , Z 4 ⊕Z 3 , or ⊕ k i=1 Z 2 is {0 R , 1 R }. A dominating set for τ (Z 45 ) is {0,1,2}.
WHEN τ (R) C(R)?
In order to show that τ (R) and C(R) are isomorphic, it is sufficient to find a bijection f : R −→ R satisfying the following condition:
Obviously, if 2 / ∈ Z(R), then τ (R) C(R) because by Lemma 2.4, 2 / ∈ Z(R) implies that τ (R) is not a regular graph, while C(R) is always regular.
Hence 2 ∈ Z(R) is a necessary condition for the isomorphism τ (R) C(R).
Meanwhile, if R is a ring with characteristic 2, then τ (R)
C(R); since f = id R is the desired graph isomorphism because x = −x for every x ∈ R, and
Moreover, if R is a local ring (i.e., Z(R) is an ideal of R ) and 2 ∈ Z(R),
In order to generalize the two previous cases, let R ∼ = R 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ R k be a ring such that each R i is a local ring of even order. Thus by Lemma 2.5, we have 2 R i ∈ Z(R i ) for each i = 1, . . . , k. In this case, if a = (a 1 , . . . , a k ) and b = (b 1 , . . . , b k ) are elements of R and a + b ∈ Z(R), then there exists an i with 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that a i + b i ∈ Z(R i ). Hence by the same reasoning, we have
Therefore, if R ∼ = R 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ R k with k ≥ 1, and every R i is a local ring of even order, then f = id R gives the isomorphism τ (R) C(R). The reader should verify that this case also covers the first case when char(R) = 2. Now suppose that R ∼ = R 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ R k such that every R i is local and
Let a = (a 1 , . . . , a k ) and b = (b 1 , . . . , b k ) be elements of R such that a + b ∈ Z(R). Then there are three possibilities:
(ii) a ∈ A and b / ∈ A or vice versa; then f (a)−f (b) = a+b which is already in Z(R).
(iii) a, b / ∈ A; then a 1 , b 1 ∈ R * 1 , and since
. Hence in this case, we have f (a) − f (b) = −a + b which is also in Z(R). 
. To see this, suppose F 4 = {0, 1, x, y}. Then the graph C(Z 3 ⊕ F 4 ) has three disjoint 4-cliques (see Figure 3) : (1, 1), (1, x) , (1, y)}, and {(2, 0), (2, 1), (2, x), (2, y)}.
Hence every vertex in C(Z 3 ⊕ F 4 ) belongs to a 4-clique. But the vertex (1, 1) in τ (Z 3 ⊕ F 4 ) is not a vertex of a 4-clique (see Figure 4) . Therefore,
Theorem 5.2. Let R be a finite commutative ring. Then the two graphs τ (R) and C(R) are isomorphic if and only if at least one of the following conditions is true:
and each R i is a local ring of an even order,
and each R i is a local ring and f 1 = 2.
Proof. By the above discussion, if at least one of (a) or (b) is true, then τ (R) C(R). So, we only prove the converse. Suppose (a) and (b) do not hold for a ring R. If 2 / ∈ Z(R), then by the discussion at the beginning of this section, we have τ (R) C(R). So, suppose that 2 ∈ Z(R). Therefore, R ∼ = R 1 ⊕· · ·⊕R k ; k ≥ 2 or else R is local and 2 ∈ Z(R) implies that condition (a) is true. Furthermore, we have R i /Z(R i ) ∼ = Z 2 for all i = 1, . . . , k, but since 2 ∈ Z(R) , it can be inferred that R i /Z(R i ) ∼ = F 2 t , for some i = 1, . . . , k and t ≥ 2. Moreover, there exists an i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that |R i | is odd, because otherwise condition (a) is true again. So, we assume that |R 1 |, . . . , |R j | are all even and |R j+1 |, . . . , |R k | are all odd, after appropriate permutation of factors of course.
In order to prove that τ (R) and C(R) are not isomorphic, we use a method similar to the proof of Example 5.1. In fact, to prove that these two graphs are not isomorphic, we consider maximal cliques that contain an edge.
If R i /Z(R i ) ∼ = F 2 t for some t ≥ 2, then every vertex a = (a 1 , . . . , a k ) belongs to a clique of maximal size |R|/f i in both graphs τ (R) and C(R) because π i (a i ) = −π i (a i ). But besides belonging to these distinct maximal cliques, for each l = j + 1, . . . , k, the vertex a belongs to a maximal (|R|/f l )−clique in C(R). Because for each b = (b 1 , . . . , b k ) and c = (c 1 , . . . , c k ) which are adjacent to a, provided that a l − b l ∈ Z(R l ) and a l − c l ∈ Z(R l ), we have also b l − c l ∈ Z(R l ). This means that b and c are also adjacent in C(R). Therefore, if b is adjacent to a, depending on the index i that a i − b i ∈ Z(R i ), we can say that a and b are both vertices of a maximal (|R|/f i )−clique in C(R). Therefore, every edge of C(R) belongs to a maximal (|R|/f i )−clique, for some i = 1, . . . , k. Now, in τ (R), put x = (0 R 1 , . . . , 0 R j , −1 R j+1 , . . . , −1 R k ). Then x is adjacent to 1 = (1, . . . , 1), and for all i = 1, . . . , j, we have x i + 1 / ∈ Z(R i ) but x i + 1 ∈ Z(R i ) for i = j + 1, . . . , k. We show that for i = 1, . . . , k, the edge {1, x} does not belong to a maximal (|R|/f i )−clique in τ (R) and this completes the proof.
Let {y s |s ∈ S} be a set of elements of R of maximal size which are adjacent to both 1 and x and also to themselves. And, let [a m ] denote the equivalence class of Z(R m ) + a m . If {y s |s ∈ S} ∪ {x, 1} forms a clique of maximal size |R|/f i , then there must be 1 ≤ m 1 < m 2 < . . . < m q ≤ k; 0 ≤ q ≤ k such that all y s 's belong to
The case q = 0 is not possible. To the contrary, suppose that q = 0. Consequently, we must have
for some i = 1, . . . , k. But, if k > 2, then the inequality k + 1 < 3 k−1 holds, and hence |R|/f i < 3 k−1 ≤ |R|/f i , which is a contradiction. The case k = 2 also implies a similar contradiction.
If a vertex y = (y 1 , . . . , y k ) is adjacent to both 1 and x in τ (R), then because each f i ≥ 3 and |R j+1 |, . . . , |R k | are all odd, there is not an i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that y i + 1 and y i + x i ∈ Z(R i ). Hence if y = (y 1 , . . . , y k ) is adjacent to both 1 and x, then there must exist s, t ∈ {1, . . . , k} with s = t such that y s + 1 ∈ Z(R s ) and y t + x t ∈ Z(R t ). Therefore, q = 1. Now, suppose that 2 ≤ q ≤ k. We must have [a mp ] = [−1 mp ] and [a mv ] = [−x mv ] for some v = p, 1 ≤ p, v ≤ k, because otherwise the y s 's are not adjacent to 1 or x. Meanwhile, for some t ∈ {1, . . . , q}, we must also have m t ≤ j, because otherwise the y s 's cannot be adjacent to themselves. Then, for each i = 1, . . . , k we have |{y s |s ∈ S}| + 2 = for some i = 1, . . . , k. Let n be the greatest integer such that 2 n |R|, i.e., |R| = 2 n r for some odd integer r = 1. Since R m 1 , . . . , R mt are local rings of even orders, it can be inferred that If n − g − 1 > 0, then the previous equality is impossible since the right hand side is always an even integer but the left hand side is odd. The case n − g − 1 = 0 is not possible, because it means that one of the f i 's equals 2, a contradiction to our assumption. The case n − g − 1 = −1 cannot satisfy the previous equality, because the left hand side is not an integer, while the right hand side is always an integer. Consequently, the case 2 ≤ q ≤ k is not possible either.
Therefore, in τ (R), the set {y s |s ∈ S} ∪ {x, 1} cannot form a clique of maximal size |R| f i for each i, i = 1, . . . , k. Hence τ (R) C(R).
Remark 5.3. The two conditions (a) and (b) in Theorem 5.2 are not distinct, i.e., they can both be true for a ring R.
